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audyssey multeq is a budget-priced program that allows you to manually adjust the levels of each of
your speakers. i found that the manual is very difficult to navigate. there is no manual with the audio

specs, so you have to read the ones provided with the control software. some of the controls are
more straightforward than others. if you have an old dts receiver, the noise gate function could be a
real time saver. multeq can automatically set the noise gate to various levels at various frequencies
to help balance the audience in the room. it also allows you to adjust the loudness compensation to
balance the output level of all the speakers to control how loud the system will be. it is important to
note that the new ac-3 and dts-hd processing features are very different than the legacy ac-3/dts-hd
formats. this is easily verified by comparing with previous gen2 receivers. for example, the t 758 v3
and t 777 v3 support hd processing, but the 707 does not. if you see the t 777 v3 as a competitor to
the t 758 v3, you are basing it on outdated technology. you can tell when the products are a similar
age because the products all feature the same model number. as always, i wasnt too impressed with
the setup assistant. the first speaker that i connected was a panasonic s1 via hdmi. the assistant was

not able to find the correct hdmi channel for this speaker and it ended up defaulting to the #0
channel. this was really unexpected and im sure i didnt even touch a button while the installer

moved the #0 channel to the #1 position. the next speaker that i connected to the system was the
marantz s500v via component. the setup assistant didnt fail during this second connection. audyssey
only failed once during the marantz s500v connection and that was due to a high gain setting (6db)

being applied to the subwoofer when that setting was not otherwise used.
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marantz offers about 15 configurable control surfaces. its a great idea; i can leave my avrs in my
spec room and control other denon components from the kitchen, living room or upstairs bedroom.
however, while theres a wealth of hdmi inputs, only 2 hdmi outputs are provided. one of them is a

coaxial input, and the other is optical. both analog and digital audio connections are provided
through the single optical input (there are only 2 analog inputs) and one analog output. so you can

run only one analog component from the av8805. the hdmi inputs all support hdmi 2.0a, 1080p with
10-bit color depth and i had no issues switching these inputs to hdmi 2.0a at 1080p. the mini

heatsink is located on the back of the unit where the audio and video outputs are located. i was able
to easily remove this heatsink in my brief demonstration period. i can also vouch for the fact that it is

not a terribly big deal to remove this heatsink if you need to make extensive adjustments to the
av8805, such as switching out the tweeter assembly for a different model, which you might want to

do if you have an older version of the dirac live software (which is easily imported into the new
software version). this access also affords the ability to change the power supply capacitor if

something should go wrong. equipped with plenty of inputs, the av8805 can handle most any av
system out there. you can send the av8805 a signal from a bluray player, hdtv, dvr, or a cable tv set

top box (hardware mpeg2 decoder required). all of the inputs can be used for multi-channel, blu-
ray/sacd, dvd, video game, dts-ma xl, and dts-x. dolby truehd and dts-hd master audio are also

supported. as i said, there are 7 hdmi inputs and 1 optical input. theres also two analog video inputs
and 1 analog audio input. and, in my limited hands-on with this receiver, the sound quality from both

the hdmi inputs and the analog input for both dolby truehd and dts-hd master audio sounded as
good as can be expected from a receiver of this quality. unfortunately, there are no hdmi outputs

(only two analog). 5ec8ef588b
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